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Our Big Win 
How We Measure Success 
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WE WIN WHEN A STUDENT DARES TO  
OWN THEIR FAITH &  

STAND AS WITNESS,  
 becoming a self-motivated, ACTIVE 

 

You can think of our Big Win as our “finish line.” It’s the one thing that 
we, as a ministry team, want to achieve. It’s the goal we want to keep 
in mind at all times. And it’s what motivates and guides everything we 
do. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We say “Dares TO” for a reason. Being Catholic is a challenge 
in our increasingly secular world. It takes a conscious choice and a 
driven heart to own your faith. We dare them to understand their 
relationship with God, humbly accepting knowing He is in charge of 
their future.  

You can see this "Win" when: 
 A girl begins to see Jesus as someone she wants to follow, 

rather than just the God her parents believe in.  

 A guy starts asking tough questions about God and about his 
faith - because wrestling, thinking, and doubting are better than 
blind acceptance.  

 A girl openly prays before a meal when not surrounded by faith 
community. 

 A guy starts a prayer group in his school.  

 A newly confirmed student returns to Antioch the following 
year. 

 A youth becomes a liturgical minister. 

 A High Schooler gives a witness on a Stories Night or Antioch 
Retreat.  

 
Our Big Win takes many forms, but in whatever form we find it, we 
want to celebrate it! But first, let’s break it down in a little more 
detail... 
 



Owning Their Faith 
Building a Foundation 
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Standing as Witness 
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The first part of our Big Win is seeing students dare to own their faith. 
But what, exactly, does that look like? The Word of God has that 
answer for us. Acts 2:42 says the disciples "devoted themselves to the 
teaching of the apostles and to the communal life, to the breaking of 
the bread and the prayers." These four things give us the foundations 
of discipleship. 

#1 Teachings 

Christ knew he would not be on earth forever. If his teachings were 
going to last, they had to be entrusted to others. His Apostles followed 
his lead and did likewise. That right there is what we call Tradition. We, 
as disciples, must likewise pass them on. We must help the next 
generation know that these teachings are not rules that must be 
followed lest you burn in Hell. Rather, they are the guardrails of our life 
to keep us safe on the journey. They are a beacon guiding us home.  

#2 Communal Life  

The Christian life was always meant to be lived in community. Christ 
dwells with us in community (Mt. 18:20), and while we each are called 
to relationship with Him personally, this can never deny our call to 
relationship with each other. Within our large and small groups alike, 
we give students the chance to become accountable to each other and 
to YOU, adult faith leaders, so as to strengthen them for life's trials. 

#3 Prayers 
If we love God, we will love what God loves. When we grow in 
relationship with our God in prayer, we will begin to love all of creation  
more perfectly. And is there a more fulfilling life than one lived in 
perfect love? No. Therefore, we strive to give our youth amply 
opportunities to prayer and enhance this relationship with God. We 
want them to have fulfilled lives! 

#4 The Breaking of the Bread 

We are a Eucharistic people. If we do not devote ourselves to the 
Eucharist, to Christ truly present in our midst, we can never fully 
become disciples because we fail to recognize the person we are 
disciples to. We must help our youth to see that everything else - the 
teachings, communal life, and prayers - have their source and summit 
in the breaking of the bread. 
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Discipling 
The Next Generation 
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Partnering with Parents 
Because We Need Each Other! 

Living in Christ’s Shadow. 

Discipleship happens in community.  

Discipleship is a Process. 

 

What happens at HOME  
is MORE IMPORTANT  

than what happens at Our Ministry! 

The Influence of 

Our Ministry 

The Influence of 

A Family 
 



Creating a Place  

Programs    Mass 

              SMALL GROUP 
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The Win 
FOR SMALL GROUP LEADERS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

"establish a relationship."

Loving a student. 

  

Influencing a Student. 

 

Discipling a student.
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SMALL GROUP LEADERS WIN WHEN  
THEY ESTABLISH  

A RELATIONSHIP  
 

love, influence & help disciple 

STUDENTS ON THEIR FAITH JOURNEY 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Expectations 
Of Small Group Leaders 
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THE qualifications 

 

 

 

 

the expectations   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 5 Principles 
FOR LEADING A SMALL GROUP 
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Lead Small 

#1 Be Present 

#2 Create a Safe Place 
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#3 Partner with Parents 

 

 

 

 

#4 Make it Personal 

 

#5 Move Them Out 

 

The WiN 
For Confirmation Mentors 

Confirmation Mentors WIN WHEN THEY  
ESTABLISH A 

RELATIONSHIP

Body, mind, and soul, 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The Qualifications 
 

 

 

 
The Expectations 

 

 

 

 

 

The Expectations 
For Confirmation Mentors 
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The WiN 
For the Welcome Team 

 

The Expectations 
For the Welcome Team 

THE WELCOME TEAM WINS WHEN A STUDENT  
FEELS Accepted, 
engaged, and cared for 

The Win 
For the Kitchen Crew  
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The Expectations 
For the Kitchen Crew 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The Qualifications 

 

 

 
The Expectations 

 

 

 

 

THE  KITCHEN  CREW  WINS  WHEN A  STUDENT 
FEELS Valued  in  the 

small  things,  

and  connects  with  others   

valued

The Qualifications 

 

 
 

The Expectations 
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Code of Conduct 
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Be Present! 

Be Positive 

BE Christ-Like 

The Covenant 
Of Our Youth Ministry 

Practice Boundaries 

Keep in mind,

refresher: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


